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UNTITLED, ART Announces  
Emily Counihan as Head of Collector and Institutional Development 

 
New York, NY, September 30, 2019 – UNTITLED, ART, 
the international, curated art fair is pleased to 
announce the appointment of Emily Counihan as Head 
of Collector and Institutional Development. Counihan 
joins the UNTITLED, ART team with more than a decade 
of experience organizing art fairs and exhibitions in 
major cities across the United States. Before joining 
UNTITLED, ART, she was the VIP relations manager in 
New York for the New Art Dealers Alliance (NADA), 
where she developed VIP programming and museum 
initiatives and relaunched a membership group for 
collectors. Prior to NADA, Counihan served as director 
of the Outsider Art Fair and fair manager for The Art 
Show and The International Fine Print Dealers 
Association (IFPDA) Fine Art Print Fair. She began her 
career as director of a gallery focused on self-taught art 
within a community art and cultural resource center in 
Reading, PA.  
 
At UNTITLED, ART Counihan, who has recently relocated to San Francisco, CA, will oversee 
Collector and Institutional Development and create meaningful engagement and programming 
on behalf of UNTITLED, ART. “Emily has an extraordinary background in art fairs, galleries and 
event production,” says Manuela Mozo, Executive Director of UNTITLED, ART. “We are thrilled 
to have her on board in this pivotal moment for the fair, as the San Francisco art market grows 
in size and global attention.” 
 
Counihan holds an MA in museum studies from NYU and a BA in studio arts from Hunter College. 
 
About UNTITLED, ART 
UNTITLED, ART is an international, curated art fair founded in 2012 that focuses on balance and 
integrity across all disciplines of contemporary art. UNTITLED, ART innovates the standard fair 
model by selecting a curatorial team to identify, and curate a selection of galleries, artist-run 
exhibition spaces, and nonprofit institutions and organizations, in discussion with a site-specific, 
architecturally designed venue. The eighth edition of UNTITLED, ART Miami Beach will take 
place December 4 – 8, 2019 on the beach at Ocean Drive and 12th Street in Miami Beach. The 
fourth edition of UNTITLED, ART San Francisco will take place January 17 – 19, 2020 at Pier 35 in 
San Francisco.  
 
Follow us on social media 
Instagram: @untitledartfair 



 
Twitter: @UNTITLEDFAIRS 
Facebook: @UNTITLEDartfair 
 
For more information please visit: 
www.untitledartfairs.com  
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